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Klixon

GOAL FOR THIS EXERCISE:  The goal for this exercise is to practice gathering and organizing available

information onto a BlueDragon HCA chart,  begin analyzing the information and develop Lines of Inquiry.

Read the the Fact Finding information before you begin 

(1) Go over the evidence, tools and equipment. 

(2) Read the Fact Finding results (sequence of events, additional information, admin requirements and physical

barriers).   

(3) Read steps numbered 1 through 4 in RED below. Don't proceed until (2) and (3) are done.  

(4) Read all of the defenses - these defenses should have prevented the event.   

(5) Write a problem statement. 

(6) Create a timeline on the HCA chart from the fact finding (copy and paste each sentence into post-its and

place them on the timeline).  

(7) Move the defenses into the HCA chart. 

THIS COMPLETES THE INITIAL SETUP OF THE HCA CHART.  CONTINUE AS FOLLOWS TO PRACTICE

CREATING FOCUSED LINES OF INQUIRY (QUESTIONS). 

(1) Generate at least one line of inquiry (LOI) for each of the defenses. (

2) The questions should evaluate the effectiveness of the defense. Use available information from the timeline to

create the best possible questions. 

(3) Make sure:

       - the LOI does not use accusatory language

       - the LOI does not presume guilt when asking about data results

       - the LOI does not lead the SMEs down a certain path (belying your own biases)

 

CASE STUDY #02 - SETTING UP HCA RAPID INVESTIGATIONS 

Physical Barriers 

Opening breakers requires QEW1 qualification

On November 18, 2019, a Magnet coil power supply of a Klixon temperature sensor trips on

overtemperature. On November 20th, a scientist requested a pre-job scoping walkdown so they

could troubleshoot a failed Klixon temperature sensor on the Magnetron.  On November 21st at

approximately 9am, a supervisor and technician met the scientist at the building to perform a pre-job

scope walkdown and discuss the Lockout Tagout (LOTO).  At approximately 0915, during the pre-job

walkdown, the scientist unexpectedly and without permission opened the door to the breaker panel

and flipped open two 3-phase electrical circuit breakers (208 VAC, 80 amps) for the Magnetron

power supplies.  The supervisor immediately stops the walkdown and escorts everyone out of the

area.  

D9. Warning Labels

on breaker panel

required PPE

D7. Scientist training

includes the LOTO

procedure

D8. Physical Barrier:

Breaker Panel door

D11. Emergency Response

for inadvertent breaker

operation requires

notification of Operations

Shift Supervisor

D4. Work Control (WC)

program has a section

with Troubleshooting

guidelines

D5. WC  program has a

general JHA w/

requirements for Pre-job

scoping walkdowns

D1. Scientist training

includes Advanced

Electrical Safety

Awareness

D2. Qualification card for

the Scientist included

Elec Saf Awareness &

LOTO but not QEW1

D6. LOTO Program has

requirements for

electrical isolation for

troubleshooting

energized equipment

D3. Maintenance history

of the Klixon

temperature sensors

shows recurring

problems

Gather and organize the Fact Finding results into a timeline and the applicable

defenses (administrative  requirements and physical barriers that should have

prevented the event from happening).  Start by conducting an Analysis of

Defenses and looking for symptoms.  Once each defense is evaluated with at

least one LOI, then continue with a Comparative Timeline/Task/Change

Analysis by reviewing the timeline for additional (non-repetitive) LOIs. 

After developing LOIs from the timeline and the defenses, use the insights gained

from additional analysis of available data (i.e. Pareto Analysis, Process Maps, Fault

Tree Analysis, Affinity Diagrams & Surveys) to develop lines of inquiry to evaluate

other symptoms/irregularities.  

After developing LOIs from data analysis, take a step back and review the five

standard themes (or any additional themes that emerged) and generate additional

lines of inquiry to pursue other possible symptoms or irregularities.  

Once you are satisfied with the Lines of Inquiry, establish a game plan for

conducting facilitated causal analysis sessions with spall representative samples of

affected organizations. Start by scheduling those closest to the work first, and work

your way up to supervisors and managers.  The final session is always with senior

management from the affected organizations, to avoid any surprises. 

           Evidence & Fact Finding Results

- The Scientist was not wearing the required personal protective equipment.  

- The scientist did not have the required electrical safety training needed to operate these breakers. 

- The breakers operated without incident. 

- There were no electrical shocks, arc flashes or injuries associated with this event. 

- OnJuly 15, 2019, the scientist had attended Advanced Electrical Safety Awareness training.  

- The Scientist did not have a Qualified Electrical Worker-1 qualification (QEW1).    

Sequence of Events

Additional Information 

Administrative Requirements

D10. Opening

breakers requires

QEW1 qualification

Why did the

mechanic take off the

rubber glove? 

8/2/19, 10:20AM: The lead

mechanic removed the

rubber glove on right hand

and began loosening the

bolts on the valve flange. 

Job Hazards Analysis (JHA)

for work on HF system

specifically requires rubber

gloves to be work for work

on HF (physical barriers)

Crafting evidence-based Lines of Inquiry

Using Evidence Without Evidence

Did the mechanic use

rubber gloves for

working on HF? 

Job Hazards Analysis (JHA)

for work on HF system

specifically requires rubber

gloves to be work for work

on HF (physical barriers)

TIMELINE

DEFENSES

(BARRIERS,

REQ'MTS)

LINES OF

INQUIRY

Write at least one line of inquiry for each of the defenses and place the post-its under the defense to track your progress. 

When each you have completed creating at least one question for each of the defenses, move the LOIs to the appropriate theme.

                                                   PROBLEM STATEMENT

On 11/21/19, at approximately 9:15am, a Scientist opened a breaker panel and

opened two, 3-phase electrical circuit breakers without proper training or PPE.  
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#1

LINES OF

INQUIRY

DEFENSES

(BARRIERS,

REQ'MTS)

ANALYSIS OF

DEFENSES

THEMES HUMAN PERFORMANCE - AT RISK BEHAVIORS                                        PROGRAMS, PROCESSES, PROCEDURES      EQUIPMENT, MAT'L, TOOL INTERFACES        MGMT/OVERSIGHT INTERFACES  WORK ENVIRONMENT - ERROR LIKELY SITUATIONS

D10. Warning Labels

on breaker panel

required PPE

D9. Warning Labels

on breaker panel

required PPE

7/15/2019: Scientist

attends Advanced

Electrical Safety

Awareness

11/21/2019, 9am: Supervisor

and technician meet the

scientist at the building to

perform a pre-job scope

walkdown and discuss

LOTO

11/21/2019, 9:15am: Scientist

opens the breaker panel and

opened 2 three-phase

electrical circuit breakers for

magnetron power supplies

11/18/19: Magnet coil

power supply trips on

overtemperature of a

Klixon temperature

sensor

D7. Scientist training

includes the LOTO

procedure

D3.1 What is the

equipment history of

the Klixon temp

sensors?

D10.1 Why did the

Scientist open the

breakers w/out QEW1

training?

D5.1 Was the general

JHA discussed prior to

the pre-job scoping

walkdown?

T1.1 Was there time

pressure to fix the

magnet power

supply?

D4.1 Was the Scientist

following

troubleshooting

guidelines?

T1.2 Why didn't the

supervisor and tech

stop the Scientist from

opening the breakers?

D1.1 Did the advanced

electrical safety awareness

training cover QEW1

requirements for opening

breakers? 

D2.1 Were the

Scientist's training

and qualifications up

to date? 

D6.1 Was the scientist

aware of LOTO

requirements for

operating breakers for

troubleshooting?

D8.1 Was the breaker

panel door an

effective defense

mechanisms?

D8. Physical Barrier:

Breaker Panel door

11/20/2019: Scientist requests

pre-job scoping walkdown for

troubleshooting a failed Klixon

temperature sensor on the

Magnetron in Building 1012

D9.1 Why did the

Scientist not heed

the breaker panel

warning lable?

D7.1 Was the scientist

trained on LOTO

requirements?

11/21/2019, 9:16am:

Supervisor stops the

activity and all leave

the area.

D11. Emergency Response

for inadvertent breaker

operation requires

notification of Operations

Shift Supervisor

D11.1 Were the ER

guidelines for

inadvertent breaker

operation followed? 

D4. Work Control (WC)

program has a section

with Troubleshooting

guidelines

D5. WC  program has a

general JHA w/

requirements for Pre-job

scoping walkdowns

D1. Scientist training

includes Advanced

Electrical Safety

Awareness

D2. Qualification card

for the Scientist

included Elec Saf

Awareness & LOTO but

not QEW1

D6. LOTO Program has

requirements for

electrical isolation for

troubleshooting

energized equipment

D3. Maintenance

history of the Klixon

temperature sensors

shows recurring

problems

D3.1 What is the

equipment history of

the Klixon temp

sensors?

D10.1 Why did the

Scientist open the

breakers w/out QEW1

training?

D5.1 Was the general

JHA discussed prior to

the pre-job scoping

walkdown?

D4.1 Was the Scientist

following

troubleshooting

guidelines?

D1.1 Did the advanced

electrical safety awareness

training cover QEW1

requirements for opening

breakers? 

D2.1 Were the

Scientist's training

and qualifications up

to date? 

D6.1 Was the scientist

aware of LOTO

requirements for

operating breakers for

troubleshooting?

D8.1 Was the breaker

panel door an

effective defense

mechanisms?

D9.1 Why did the

Scientist not heed

the breaker panel

warning lable?

D7.1 Was the scientist

trained on LOTO

requirements?

D11.1 Were the ER

guidelines for

inadvertent breaker

operation followed? 


